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Abstract 

A decomposition H of a graph G into subgraphs nHHH ,,, 21   is said to be cyclic if there 

exists an isomorphism f of G which induces a cyclic permutation Vf  of the set  GVV   and 

satisfies the following implication: if ,HHi   then HfHi   for some subgraph iH  of H. Here 

ifH  is the subgraph of G with vertex set   :u if u V H  and edge set   .: iw HEwf   In this 

paper we concentrate the cyclic decomposition of unicyclic graphs into stars and paths.  

1. Introduction 

The method of cyclic decompositions which we are going to expound has 

been used in many papers, see e.g. Kotzig (1965), Rosa (1966) and Hartnell 

(1975). The treatment of cyclic decomposition and its extend has appeared in 

a book “Decomposition of Graphs” authored by Juraj Bosak. Terms that not 

defined here are used in the sense of Harary [4] and Juraj Bosak [5].  

2. Related Results and Examples 

Notation 2.1. Let G be a graph which admit a cyclic decomposition. 

Notice that nHHH ,,, 21   are the cyclic decompositions of G where 
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iHn   and we say that G can be cyclically decomposed into n copies of 

.iH   

A cyclic decomposition is called a cyclic iH -decomposition with respect to 

the suitable subgraph iH  of G where iH  can be any connected subgraph of 

G.  

Remark 2.2. Consider the vertex set of a graph  GVG,  

  3,,,3,2,1  vv  and 








 


1,432

1,,321

v

vv
f




 

The mapping f will be called a (simple) rotation, and its i-th iteration an i-

fold rotation  .,,3,2,1 ni   In cyclic decomposition, the term rotation can 

be applied to subgraphs or their elements. Therefore, we shall speak of a 

rotation of subgraph, vertex or an edge. This terminology is justified by a 

representation of G in the plane so that the vertices of G coincide with the 

vertices of an N-gon, 3N  and the edges of G are the sides and diagonals of 

the N-gon. Rotations of subgraphs, vertices, or edges then become rotations 

around the center of the N-gon giving this word its natural meaning.  

Example 2.3. Consider the graph G given in Figure 2.2 where the cyclic 

decomposition of G is shown by different colours.  

 

Figure 2.1 

We shall write the permutation f of the set    5,4,3,2,1,0GV  as  











052134

543210
f  

is a cyclic permutation which is represented by the mapping given below 
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where             .05,54,23,12,31,40  ffffff  Using the 

mapping f we get the edges of respective iH ’s for all 3,2,1i  Consider 

   .34,31,41,401 HE  The following are the edges of   ,5440,2 fH   

      ,2534,2331,5341  fff  the following are the edges of 

        0125,1223,0253,0554,3  ffffH  and the following are 

the edges of         .3410,3112,4102,4005,1  ffffH   

2. Cyclic Decomposition of Unicyclic Graphs 

If U admits a cyclic iH -decomposition then iH  is any one of the tree. In 

this section we concentrate the cyclic decomposition of U into stars and paths.  

Notation 3.1. Let U be a unicyclic graph and r be the length of the cycle 

in U. Let  rvvvv ,,,, 321   be the consecutive vertices of rC  in U.  

Lemma 3.2. If U admits a cyclic decomposition, then    rCVUC  .  

Proof. It follows from that Lemma 2.3,    .rCVUC    

Lemma 3.3. If U admits a cyclic decomposition, then  nr mod0   

Proof. Let U admit a cyclic decomposition. It follows from that Lemma 

3.2,    .rCVUC   We claim that rC  contributes exactly nr  edges to each 

.iH  Consider the following cases.  

Case (i) rC  contributes more than nr  edges to each .iH   

Then we can find at least one iH  which contains nr edges from .rC  

Since the decomposition is cyclic, the rotation of iH  around rC  produces U. 

Then G does not admit a cyclic decomposition since the improper rotation of 

some iH  around ,rC  which contradicts our assumption.  
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Case (ii) rC  contributes less than nr  edges to each .iH   

Then we can find atleast one iH  which contains nr  edges from .rC  It 

follows from that case (i), we get contradiction since the improper rotation of 

some iH  around .rC   

Then from the above cases rC  contributes exactly nr  edges to each iH  

so that  .mod0 nr    

Theorem 3.4. U admits a cyclic mP  decomposition if and only if U is any 

one of the following unicyclic graphs  

1. rCU r ,  is composite.  

2.   1,  nrmjnPCVU jr  and jP  is the component of 

 
n

r
i

vU   for all .1 ni   

3.   1,  nrmkjnPnPCVU kjr   and kj PP ,  are the 

components of  
n

r
i

vU   for all .1 ni   

Proof. Let U admit a cyclic mP  decomposition. Let iu  and jw  be the end 

vertices of .iH  Consider the following cases.  

Suppose  ., rji CVwu   Without loss of generality we may assume that 

mji vwvu  ,1  are the end vertices of 1H  where 1H  is a mvv 1  path. 

Since the decomposition is cyclic, 12, mm vv  are the end vertices of 2H  where 

2H  is a 12  mm vv  path. Similarly, 1312  mm vv  are the end vertices of 3H  

where 3H  is a 1312   mm vv  path. Proceeding like this we get    21  nmnv  

and   11 vv nnm   are the end vertices of nH  where nH  is a 

   121 vv nmn   path. Then we can define that rCU r ,  is composite. 

Hence (1).  

Suppose  ri CVu   and  .ri CVw   Then iu  is one of the end vertex of 

some iH  and belongs to exactly two iH  where   3iud  and 

 .rj CVUw   Then rC  contributes exactly nr  edges to each .iH  Let 
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ii vu   where    ,,,,,,,,,,
21221

321

n

r

n

r

n

r

n

r

n

rr vvvvvvvvCV


   

.,,
22

n

r
n

n

r vv 


 Without loss of generality we may assume that 

n

rvw ,1  are 

the end vertices of .1H  Since the decomposition is cyclic, 

n

rvw
2

2 ,  are the end 

vertices of 2H  Similarly 

n

rvw
3

3 ,  are the end vertices of .3H  Proceeding like 

this we get  r

n

r
n

n vvw ,  are the end vertices of .nH  Then nH  is a 

n

r
i

i vw   

path for all ni 1  and  niv

n

r
i

1:  is the set of all cut points of U 

where   .3
n

r
vd n  Then we can define that   jnPCVU jr ,  

1 nrm  and jP  is the component of  
n

r
i

vU   for all .1 ni   Hence 

(2). 

Suppose  ., rkj CVwu   Then  rkj CVUwu ,  and rC  contributes 

exactly nr  internal edges to each .iH  Let    ,,,, 321 vvvCV r   


n

r
n

n

r

n

r

n

r

n

r

n

r

n

r vvvvvvv ,,,,,,,,
2221221




 where  rCV  is the internal 

vertices of iH  for all .1 ni   Without loss of generality we may assume 

that 11, wu  are the end vertices of 1H  where 1H  is a 11 wu   path. Since the 

decomposition is cyclic, 2H  is a 22 wu   path and 3H  is a 33 wu   path. 

Proceeding like this we get nH  is a nn wu   path. Then iH  is a kj wu   

path for some jj Pu   and kk Pw   and  niv

n

r
i

1:  is the set of all cut 

points of U where   .4

n

r
n

vd  Then we can define that 

  1,  nrmkjnPnPCVU kjr   and kj PP ,  are the components 

of  
n

r
i

vU   for all .1 ni   Hence (3).  

Conversely, let (1), (2) and (3).  

Consider (1). Then 

n

ri PH



1

 for all ni 1  is a cyclic mP  
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decomposition of U.  

Consider (2). Then 

n

r
j

i PH



1

 is a cyclic mP  decomposition of U where 

rC  contributes 
n

r
1  consecutive vertices to each .iH   

Consider (3). Then 

n

r
kj

i PH



1

 is a cyclic decomposition of U where 

contributes 
n

r
1  consecutive vertices to each .iH   

Lemma 3.5. If U admits a cyclic mS  decomposition, then either rn   or 

.
2

r
n    

Proof. It follows from that Lemma 3.3,  .mod0 nr   Clearly rC  

contributes exactly 
n

r
 edges to each .iH  We claim that .2

n

r
 Suppose rC  

contributes at least three edges to each .iH  Then iH  can contain more than 

one internal vertex, which contradicts our assumption. Thus .2
n

r
 Then 

either 1
n

r
 or .2

n

r
 If 1

n

r
 then nr   and if ,2

n

r
 then .

n

r
n   

Hence the lemma.  

Theorem 3.6. U admits a cyclic 2, mSm  decomposition if and only if 

U is any one of the following unicyclic graphs  

1. .2rCU    

2. .1
c
mr KCU     

3. U is a graph obtained by subdividing the edges of rC  in 

.1
c
mr KCU     

Proof. Let U admit a cyclic mS  decomposition. It follows from that 

Lemma 3.5, rC  contributes at most two edges to each iH  and rn   or 

.
2

r
n   Since ,2m  we start to concentrate the case of .2m  Suppose that 
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rC  contributes the 2m  edges to each .iH  Without loss of generality we 

may assume that 31, vv  are the end vertices of 1H  and 2v  is the internal 

vertex of .1H  Since the decomposition is cyclic, 53, vv  are the end vertices of 

2H  and 4v  is the internal vertex of .2H  Similarly 75, vv  are the end vertices 

of 3H  and 6v  is the internal vertex of .3H  Proceeding like this we get 

 11212 , vvv rr   are the end vertices of nH  and rv2  is the internal vertex 

of .nH  Then we can define that .rCU   Hence (1).  

Suppose rC  contributes exactly one edge to each .iH  Without loss of 

generality we may assume that 1v  is the internal vertex of 1H  and 2v  is an 

end vertex of .1H  Since the decomposition is cyclic, 2v  is the internal vertex 

of 2H  and 3v  is an end vertex of .2H  Similarly 3v  is the internal vertex of 

3H  and 4v  is an end vertex of .3H  Proceeding like this we get rv  is the 

internal vertex of nH  and  11 vvr   is an end vertex of .nH  Then rC  

contributes an edge 1iivv  for all ri 1  to each subgraph where 

.11 vvr   Since ,mi SH   there are 1m  vertices in  rCVU   which 

uniquely incident with   iv  for all  rCVni  ,1  to produce the 

remaining 1m  edges of each subgraph. Then we can define 

.,1 nrKCU c
mr    Hence (2).  

Suppose rC  contributes exactly two edges to each .iH  Without loss of 

generality we may assume that  ., 12112 HVvvvv r   Since the decomposition 

is cyclic,  ., 24332 HVvvvv   Similarly  ., 36554 HVvvvv   Proceeding like 

this we get  ., 2121222 nrrrr HVvvvv   Then  ijjj HVvvv  11 ,  for all i 

where   .12,,5,3,1,3  rjvd j   Since ,mi SH   there are 2m  

vertices in  rCVU   which uniquely incident with  jv  for some  rj CVv   

where 12,,5,3,1  rj   to produce the remaining 2m  edges of each 

iH  for all .2,1 nrni   Hence (3).  

Conversely, let (1), (2) and (3).  

Consider (1). Then ,2SHi   is a cyclic mS  decomposition of U.  
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Consider (2). Let        ,,,,,,,,,, 111321321  mmr xxxxxvvvvUV    

       11121221 ,,,,,  mnmmm xxxx   where    rr CVvvvv ,,,, 321   

and     .,,,, 11321
c
mmn KVxxxx    Then ,,,, 21  jjiii xxvvH   

 13 ,,  mij xx   for all ri ,,3,2,1   and    12,11,1  mmj  

    111,,1  mn  is a cyclic mS  decomposition of U where for 

., 11 vvri i     

Consider (3). Let        ,,,,,,,,,,,, 32121321  xxxuuuuvrvvvUV r  

       212222122 ,,,,,,  mnmmmm xxxxx   where  rvvvv ,,,, 321   

      c
mmnr KVxxxxCV 22321 ,,,,,     and  ruuuu ,,,, 21   be the 

vertex set subdividing the edges of .rC  Then 

 2321 ,,,,,,,  mijjjiiii xxxxuuvH   for all ri ,,3,2,1   and 

        121,,122,12,1  mnmmj   is a cyclic mS  

decomposition of U where for .,1 1 ri uui    

Conclusion 

In this paper we have dealt with some general properties and 

construction methods of cyclic decomposition of unicyclic graphs. In future we 

plan to find the cyclic decomposition of various graphs. 
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